Abstract-We report high resolution, non-invasive, thermal and optical characterization of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) and SOA-based photonic integrated circuits (PICs) using thermoreflectance microscopy. Chip-scale temperature imaging of SOAs and PICs, along with an energy balance model, are used to calculate the optical power distribution within and between SOAs to determine optical gain, fiber coupling loss, and passive component loss under normal device operating conditions. This technique is demonstrated to map optical power in SOA-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) PICs, with close agreement with photocurrent and fiber-coupled measurements. The use of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) for fiber-free characterization of the PICs is also shown, enabling non-invasive, wafer-scale testing prior to packaging.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
HOTONIC integrated circuits (PICs) have the promise of reducing the manufacturing and packaging costs of complex optical systems via miniaturization and monolithic integration of multiple optoelectronic devices on a single chip. PICs are usually comprised of active optoelectronic devices, such as lasers and semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs), that are integrated on-chip with passive components, such as couplers, filters, and routers. Integration of active and passive components is typically accomplished using a monolithic fabrication process, after which the chip is fiber-coupled to provide the necessary optical inputs and outputs [1] . PICs have growing applications in optical fiber communication [2] , where SOA-based PICs have been demonstrated as all-optical logic gates, switches [3] , and wavelength converters for photonic regeneration, wavelength routing, and switching [4] - [6] .
Monolithic integration of optoelectronic devices into PICs restricts direct access and measurement of the input and output optical signals of individual components after fabrication, which makes it difficult to precisely measure optical power within and between integrated devices. In addition, as the number and density of devices on a single chip grows, heat dissipation and thermal effects, such as thermal cross-talk and SOA gain reduction, become increasingly important issues that can adversely affect the performance of the PIC. Techniques such as spontaneous emission spectroscopy [7] and split-contact voltage profiling [8] have been employed to study the optical performance of stand-alone SOAs without direct access to the optical input and output. However, these methods require structural modification of the SOAs and hence are of limited use in characterization of standard PICs. On-chip electrical measurements such as IV curves [9] and photocurrent measurements [10] are additional methods that can be used, respectively, to identify catastrophic failures, or to estimate optical power absorbed by an SOA from a coupled fiber or integrated waveguide. However, these techniques provide little information about active material parameters under normal PIC operating conditions, and they give no information about the spatial distribution of optical power within each active device.
Prior work has demonstrated that spatial profiling of the surface temperature of individual active optoelectronic devices using micro-thermocouples can be used to determine the internal optical power distribution and to characterize optical properties such as gain, quantum efficiency, and saturation power of these devices, without direct optical measurements [11] , [12] . However, this method suffers from a low spatial resolution due to the size of the thermocouple wires and is impractical for use on an integrated chip comprised of multiple devices.
In this work, we use a non-contact, high resolution, two-dimensional thermoreflectance imaging technique, in combination with a heat exchange model, to demonstrate the application of chip-scale temperature profiling for thermal and optical characterization of stand-alone SOAs and PICs. Thermal imaging is used as a diagnostic tool for failure analysis, thermal management, and for characterizing the optical performance of component devices under operating conditions. We show quantitative measurement of fiber coupling loss, amplification in each SOA, and passive loss between SOAs, as a means to map the optical power distribution throughout the PIC. In addition, we demonstrate the application of the thermal imaging technique for fiber-free testing of PICs by using amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from an on-chip SOA instead of the usual external optical source. This method can be used at the wafer level, before packaging and fiber-coupling, both to diagnose catastrophic failures as a complementary method to photocurrent 0018-9197/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE measurements, and also for extraction of material parameters such as modal gain, which cannot be obtained by conventional electronic methods [13] .
Such information obtained from thermoreflectance measurements of PICs would be valuable for improvements in chip thermal management, design of individual devices and the PIC layout, and reduction of manufacturing costs.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The integrated PICs, provided by Alphion Corporation, are two fiber-coupled chips comprised of active SOA elements interconnected in multiple stages by passive optical waveguides, s-bends, and multimode interference (MMI) splitters, with a typical operating wavelength of 1550 nm. The first PIC consists of 10 SOAs and 6 MMIs that form nested SOA-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) structures with input and output amplifiers. The second device, used in the fiber-free characterization experiments, has 6 SOAs and 5 MMIs. All the cascaded SOAs are overlaid with gold electrical contacts. Both chips are based on a proprietary monolithic active-passive InP integration platform and are enclosed in a 24-pin butterfly package which includes a thermistor and a thermoelectric cooler to provide a stable and controlled operating temperature [14] .
Throughout this work, thermoreflectance imaging is used to measure the temperature distribution of the gold electrical contacts along the top of the 2 m-wide waveguide of the individual and integrated SOAs. Thermoreflectance microscopy measures the normalized change in surface reflectivity due to modulation of surface temperature (1) where is the thermoreflectance calibration coefficient, which depends on the material and illumination wavelength [15] . It is good practice to determine the value of experimentally through a calibration procedure, since changes in material composition, layer thickness, or surface roughness may change its effective value. In this work, thermoreflectance measurements are performed using an experimental setup similar to that of [16] with a 5 , microscope objective and a blue nm light-emitting diode (LED) as the illumination source, resulting in 2 m spatial resolution. Using a 12-bit, 60 Hz charge-coupled device (CCD) camera as a detector enables two dimensional thermal imaging. A Chroma BG-39 short-pass filter placed in front of the CCD attenuates any emission from SOAs and the 1550 nm distributed feedback (DFB) laser used to optically inject the SOAs, nominally better than while transmitting around 85% of the blue thermoreflectance illumination reflected from the chip. Using micro-thermocouples, a value of for the thermoreflectance calibration coefficient of the gold contact layers is measured. This value of differs slightly from our previously reported results [13] , and the data presented in Section IV-C has been rescaled to incorporate this change in . In all the experiments involving the integrated devices, the heat sink temperature is actively controlled at 25 .
The thermoreflectance measurements are acquired using the "four bucket" technique, in which the CCD camera is phase locked to the modulation frequency of the temperature of the test device, and is triggered at frequency . Real-time signal processing of the four images per period effectively performs pixel-by-pixel lock-in amplification on the resulting surface reflectivity signal [17] . The required temperature modulation in the SOAs is achieved by one of two methods, depending on the physical characteristic of interest. Modulating the SOA bias current at a frequency with no external light injection causes the thermoreflectance apparatus to "lock-in" on the electrical heating of the surface of the test device. Alternatively, in order to investigate radiative optical cooling during amplification (or heating from optical absorption), the temperature modulation can be obtained by applying a DC electrical bias to the SOA while modulating the input optical signal at frequency , phase locked to the fourth sub-harmonic of the CCD camera trigger.
III. ENERGY BALANCE MODEL: EXTRACTING OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS FROM THERMAL DISTRIBUTION
In prior work, we have shown that detailed surface thermal profiling, in combination with a total energy balance model, can be used to extract the internal optical power distribution in an operating SOA [11] , [12] , [18] . For example, under normal biasing conditions, amplification of an injected optical signal causes the SOA's surface temperature to decrease exponentially along its length, due to radiative cooling by the emitted photons [12] . Alternatively, when unbiased, an SOA behaves as an optical absorber. In this case, the net absorption of injected photons results in heating which mostly occurs near the SOA input, with a decaying profile along the device length [11] .
Building on this prior work, a finite element energy balance model is used to describe the heat exchange mechanisms and thermal profile of the individual devices under test [18] . Fig. 1 shows a schematic of an SOA under normal operating conditions. For a differential element of length at position along the length of an amplifier or absorber, the model can be written as (2) where is the length of the device, is the electrical power, and is the radiated optical power defined as the difference between the output and input optical powers.
is positive for an amplifier and negative for an absorber.
The second term on the right-hand side of (2) represents vertical heat conduction between the device surface at temperature and the heat sink at temperature with effective vertical thermal impedance . Convection from the surface plane with effective area and convection coefficient is described by the third term on the right, where the ambient temperature is taken to be a constant. Since lateral thermal impedance is considerably larger than [11] , [12] , the effects of lateral heat conduction are neglected. Thermoreflectance imaging enables us to determine the modulation of the surface temperature as a result of modulating either the electrical power by , or the radiated optical power by , at frequency . The change in the heat sink temperature can be taken to be proportional to the surface temperature change , which has been experimentally verified. Incorporating the relevant modulations, the energy balance model in its general form, after integration over the length of the device, can be written as (3) where is the total modulated change in radiated optical power along the device length.
is a constant relating material-dependent convection and conduction properties; this constant is experimentally quantified below.
In the case of electrical heating with no optical injection, since the radiated power from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is small and negligible, the total radiated power , and
Here, is the change in surface temperature of the device at position along its length due to electrical heating.
In the second modulation scenario, in which the electrical bias is fixed, , and the optical input power is modulated, (3) reduces to (5) In the case of an operating SOA, is the local decrease in surface temperature due to amplification of the modulated optical signal. Similarly, if the SOA is kept unbiased under optical injection, it acts as an absorber with , resulting in a negative . This model is generally valid for a variety of SOA materials and layer structures, assuming that the vast majority of heating and cooling occur in the active heterostructure region of the device [18] . This assumption will be valid for most SOAs, and the lumped thermal parameters can be easily extracted using a calibration technique that is described in Section IV. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we show the application of the thermal imaging technique along with the energy balance model of Section III for thermal and optical characterization of individual SOAs [19] , as well as cascaded devices where direct access to optical signals is limited. Fig. 2(a) shows a micrograph of SOA 1 from the Alphion PIC [schematic, Fig. 4(b) ], under 5 magnification. The change in surface temperature of the SOA due to electrical heating, as measured by thermoreflectance microscopy, is shown in the thermal image in Fig. 2(b) . The bias current of the SOA is modulated with a square wave at Hz around a dc value of mA, with a peak-to-peak current swing mA mW . For 5 magnification, the spatial resolution obtained by thermoreflectance is more than an order of magnitude better than micro-thermocouples, and allows simultaneous temperature measurement of the entire SOA chip surface within a 1.7 mm 1.3 mm field of view. Imaging of the entire SOA is desirable, since it enables full thermal and optical characterization along the length of the device, therefore the same magnification is used for all measurements reported here.
A. Electrical Pumping of an SOA for Thermal Imaging and Extraction of c/L Parameter
In order to calculate a change in power in the SOA from a measured change in surface temperature , it is first necessary to determine the lumped material parameter for the SOA. From (4), this calibration can be done using thermoreflectance by measuring the average change in temperature versus electrical pump power . However, in practice, two additional subtleties must be accounted for: an offset in the overall chip temperature and the noise level in the thermal measurements.
The chip offset temperature, which is uniform across the surface, reflects changes in the heat sink temperature that are represented by the factor described in Section III. Unlike , however, the slope of the chip offset temperature takes into account frequency dependent dynamics in the control of the thermoelectric cooler. To account for this offset, the average change in temperature is measured not only at the surface of the pumped SOA ridge but also away from the heat source at the gold contact of an adjacent unpumped device. Both the ridge and offset temperatures increase linearly with , and is calculated as the difference between their two slopes [ Fig. 2(c)] . For large PICs, such as the Alphion devices described here, the chip offset temperature is small and has negligible impact on the parameter, and is therefore not shown in Fig. 2(c) .
Shot noise from the illuminator (LED) and thermal noise in the CCD camera also contribute to an offset in the thermal image, and must be subtracted in order to get an accurate temperature reading. However, the noise level is independent of the surface temperature and can be determined from the illuminator intensity, camera exposure, and experiment run time [17] .
For the results presented in this paper, the noise level is taken to be the temperature offset that is measured when the lock-in experiment is run without temperature modulation.For SOA 1, this thermoreflectance calibration technique gives a value of approximately 1.4 W/K.cm for in (4) . The same value of 1.4 W/K.cm for is obtained using micro-thermocouples by measuring , and , employing the method used in [18] . This consistency between the two different measurements of , which relates a measured change in SOA ridge temperature to a change in injected optical or electrical power, demonstrates the equivalence of thermoreflectance and micro-thermocouples for measuring changes in SOA surface temperature with power. In prior work, such micro-thermocouple temperature measurements have been demonstrated as an accurate means to measure the optical power distribution in an SOA [11] . Here, we report thermoreflectance as a non-invasive, high resolution alternative to micro-thermocouple measurements.
B. Thermal Imaging for Optical Characterization of SOAs and Inter-SOA Loss in PICs
Thermal imaging has also been used to optically characterize SOAs to determine fiber coupling loss and optical gain. Fig. 3(a) shows the thermal profile along the waveguide ridge, when SOA 1 is unbiased and acting as an absorber, for an input optical power of 51.4 mW coupled into the left facet of the PIC. The input optical signal is provided by an external distributed feedback (DFB) laser nm that is directly modulated with a sine wave at Hz. Heating of 240 mK from optical absorption at the unbiased SOA input can be clearly seen in the temperature profile of Fig. 3(a) , with the exponential decay in the temperature being proportional to the absorbed optical power. From this, the total power absorbed by the unbiased SOA is calculated from (5) and the fiber coupling loss can be determined. Absorbed optical power was measured using both thermoreflectance and photocurrent (for photocurrent measurements the SOA is biased at and a conversion of 0.8 mW/mA is used) for a number of input optical powers, ranging from 5 mW to 26 mW, with both measurement techniques showing an average fiber coupling loss of 4.5 dB [ Fig. 3(b) ]. This value is consistent with coupling loss reported by Alphion, after taking into account loss due to free carrier absorption from doping in the passive input waveguide. From this absorption data, the precision of the thermoreflectance measurement can also be calculated, and is shown here to be within 1 mW of the expected value as measured by photocurrent. Fig. 4(a) shows the thermal profile along the waveguide ridge, with a fixed input optical signal of 3 mW, for an SOA bias current of 300 mA. Here, the input signal is amplified, and an exponential increase in radiative cooling from stimulated emission is observed up to the SOA output (right facet). Unlike the absorption measurement shown in Fig. 3(a) , is proportional to heat removed from the ridge during amplification, so the thermal profile of Fig. 4(a) has an experimentally measured 180 phase change compared to the absorption profile of Fig. 3(a) . Integrating the temperature profile gives the optical power added to the modulated input optical signal, which can be used to calculate SOA gain. For the conditions used in Fig. 4(a) , 1.2 mW of optical power is coupled into SOA 1, and is amplified to a power of 14.2 mW at the SOA output for an on-chip gain of 10.7 dB [ Fig. 4(b) , bottom left].
Since thermoreflectance allows measurement of the optical power at the input and output of each SOA, it is possible to characterize the total loss from couplers, s-bends, and other components between SOAs without the need for special test structures or destructive testing. Therefore, using the output power from SOA 1, thermoreflectance can be used to determine the total loss between the output of SOA 1 and the input to SOA 3, to account for the loss that the optical signal encounters as it is split and routed to one arm of the MZI structure.
In order to precisely measure power into the MZI SOAs, SOA3 is reverse biased at 2 V and its photocurrent is measured as a function of the external DFB laser bias current with SOA1 biased at 300 mA [ Fig. 4(b), bottom right] . The DFB laser bias point used in the SOA1 thermal imaging measurement is shown with an arrow, indicating an optical power of 0.42 mW at the input to SOA3. From this, the total loss of the s-bends and splitters between SOA1 and SOA3 is calculated to be 15.3 dB.
This loss measurement, which is consistent with values reported by Alphion, cannot be determined by SOA photocurrent alone, and typically special test structures or electrodes are used to separately characterize splitter, waveguide, and s-bend losses. These measurements show that, by using a combination of thermoreflectance and photocurrent, inter-SOA loss can be measured on a functioning PIC, without the need for extra electrodes or test structures.
C. Fiber-Free Characterization of PICs Using ASE for Wafer Stage Testing
The final application of thermal imaging in this work involves development of a method for optically characterizing PICs at the wafer stage, prior to packaging and fiber-coupling. The results in Section IV-B relied on optical injection from an external source to the device via an input optical fiber. Here, we show that the usual external optical source can be omitted and instead, modulated amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from a cascaded SOA on a chip can be used as the optical source to probe the radiative heating or cooling response of the other integrated elements on the chip. This method, which can be used at the wafer level before packaging and fiber-coupling of the PIC, is complementary to photocurrent measurements [10] , [20] . In addition to being a diagnostic tool for catastrophic failure analysis of the PIC, it is also useful for extraction of material parameters such as modal gain, which cannot be obtained by conventional electronic methods [13] .
The inset of Fig. 5(a) shows a schematic of a PIC, comprised of six cascaded SOAs. The performance of SOA1 on this PIC is characterized by electrically modulating the ASE from SOA2 ( mA, mA), without accessing any of the input or output optical fibers. This modulated ASE is injected into SOA1 via the integrated waveguide, eliminating the need for a modulated external optical source. SOA 1 is electrically biased at a dc level of 240 mA. As the input light injected from SOA 2 is amplified, optical cooling of about 40 mK along the length of SOA1 is observed as shown in Fig. 5(a) .
In order to demonstrate this technique as a fiber-free diagnostic tool for catastrophic failure of a cascaded device, the temperature profile of a damaged SOA (SOA 1) on another chip with the same layout is measured using the same ASE-based technique, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The observed lack of optical cooling along the length of SOA 1 indicates that no amplification is occurring in this SOA, because either SOA1 or the waveguide interconnect is damaged. Independent fiber-coupled optical measurements confirmed that SOA1 is damaged, but no unusual behavior is detected from a standard IV curve [ Fig. 5(b) , inset]. In addition to diagnosing catastrophic failures, this fiber-free technique can also quantify material parameters of cascaded devices, which is not achievable using conventional electronic testing. To demonstrate this, we use fiber-free thermoreflectance imaging to quantify the broadband gain per unit length of SOA 1 in the PIC shown in Fig. 4 . The performance of SOA 1 is characterized, without accessing any of the input or output optical fibers, by electrically modulating the ASE from SOA 2. This modulated ASE is injected into SOA 1 via the integrated waveguides and splitters. SOA 1 is electrically biased at a fixed dc level and the bias current to SOA 2 is modulated by mA around a dc level of 340 mA. As the input ASE light injected from SOA 2 is amplified along the length of SOA 1, optical cooling due to the emitted photons is expected [11] . Fig. 6(a) shows the thermal profile of SOA 1 along the length of its waveguide ridge. When the SOA is biased near transparency mA , very little change in temperature can be seen along the length of the device. For a larger bias mA gain is achieved, and a cooling of about 30 mK can be observed at the output facet. The finite element energy balance model of (5) can be used once more to extract the material gain per unit length of SOA 1 from the temperature profiles of Fig. 6(a) . From an exponential fit in the form of , where is the modal gain of SOA 1 corresponding to the broadband ASE injection, values of cm and 21 cm are extracted for mA and 220 mA, respectively. For confirmation of this result, the single-wavelength, narrowband modal gain of SOA1 at 220 mA is also measured at five different wavelengths, ranging from 1540 nm to 1560 nm, by injecting an input signal from an external tunable laser. Using the same exponential fit for in (5), the measured values for the narrowband gain are plotted as a function of wavelength in Fig. 6(b) . From this data, a spectrally averaged modal gain value of cm is obtained, which corresponds to a 10.4 dB increase in power for the 1-mm long SOA1. This is close to the broadband gain value of 21 cm (9.1 dB/mm) extracted from the ASE experiment, with the 1.3 dB decrease in measured gain for the ASE experiment likely due to the extra heat generated by electrical pumping of SOA2.
Hence, using the ASE of an on-chip SOA as the optical probe to analyze other cascaded devices on the chip is demonstrated to be a useful technique to extract the material parameters of integrated devices without requiring access to optical input and output fibers. This technique is potentially useful for testing of PICs at the wafer stage, prior to packaging and fiber-coupling.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of a high resolution, large area, non-invasive thermoreflectance imaging technique for simultaneous thermal and optical characterization of SOA-based photonic integrated circuits under normal operating conditions. The thermal imaging technique enables detailed mapping of the optical power distribution along the length of an operating SOA, for measurement of optical input power, output power, and gain, without the need for extra electrodes or direct access to the optical signal.
In particular, we have shown the application of thermal imaging for precise temperature measurements, to quantify electrical heating in an SOA, and to determine the key optical characteristics of a photonic integrated circuit. Thermoreflectance was used to measure fiber-to-waveguide coupling loss, optical path loss between two SOAs (e.g., waveguide/splitting loss), and on-chip SOA gain without having to measure power in the fiber prior to coupling. Measurements were made using both external and integrated optical sources, and successfully shown to diagnose catastrophic failures and extract material gain. The ability to characterize and test the integrity of devices without the use of an external optical source makes this technique a valuable resource for wafer-scale testing, and provides a non-invasive means to screen devices prior to packaging.
The obtained information from thermal imaging of PICs would be valuable for improvements in chip thermal management, design of individual devices and PIC layout, and reduction of manufacturing costs. 
